
Best Smokeless Fire Pits for 
Camping 

 

Comparison Table 

 
Do you need a fire pit that doesn’t make you smell like smoke after a family gathering? Or a 
fire pit that won’t let a breeze send smoke your way? Well, read on. You’ll get to know the 
best smokeless fire pits out there that not only burn clean, but they will also prove to be 
reliable campfire solutions.  
 
These fire pits maintain a fresh environment so that you can focus on the fun and leave the 
campsite without smelling smoky.  
 
After reading this, you will be able to learn about their smokeless capabilities, sizes, 
longevity, and everything you would need to make a confident decision.  

 Name Prominent Feature Price 

1. Solo Stove Bonfire Smokeless Fire Pit Virtually zero smoke Check Price 

2. Solo Stove Yukon Smokeless Fire Pit For large families Check Price 

3. Solo Stove Ranger Smokeless Fire Pit Lid and Welded Bottom Check Price 

4. Hi-Flame Bonfire Stove Fire Pit Cost-effective Check Price 

5. Hy-CFG-16 Flame Genie Smokeless 
Fire Pit 

Very portable and 
Inexpensive 

Check Price 

https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Bonfire-Fire-Pit/dp/B01LX9ABGX
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Bonfire-Fire-Pit/dp/B01LX9ABGX
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Yukon-Fire-Pit/dp/B07QNM1S9H
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Yukon-Fire-Pit/dp/B07QNM1S9H
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Ranger-Portable-Fire/dp/B07MTPLKZ8
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Ranger-Portable-Fire/dp/B07MTPLKZ8
https://www.amazon.com/Hi-Flame-Bonfire-Stove-Fire-Pit/dp/B081YTP2TY/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2WYI66S6LJSTS&dchild=1&keywords=hi-flame+bonfire+fire+pit&qid=1597569190&sprefix=hi-flame+bonfire%2Caps%2C341&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Hi-Flame-Bonfire-Stove-Fire-Pit/dp/B081YTP2TY/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2WYI66S6LJSTS&dchild=1&keywords=hi-flame+bonfire+fire+pit&qid=1597569190&sprefix=hi-flame+bonfire%2Caps%2C341&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/HY-C-FG-16-Smoke-Free-Spark-Free-Hassle-Free/dp/B00O40ER0G
https://www.amazon.com/HY-C-FG-16-Smoke-Free-Spark-Free-Hassle-Free/dp/B00O40ER0G
https://www.amazon.com/HY-C-FG-16-Smoke-Free-Spark-Free-Hassle-Free/dp/B00O40ER0G


 
Let’s dive right into the details of our best picks.  

1. Solo Stove Bonfire Smokeless Fire Pit - Best Overall 
The Solo Stove Bonfire fire pit is the best smokeless fire pit 2020 that can manifold your 
outdoor fun. It’s the most efficient, so your family can breathe fresh air and remain in their 
places even when there is a strong breeze. It’s our number one pick because you get a 
lifetime of guarantee, very strong build, and smokeless fire.  
 
It’s made up of sturdy and corrosion-resistant stainless steel material, which by the way is 
not rustproof, so you might want to store it in a place safe from rainwater.  
 
The Solo Stove portable fire pit is not only durable, but you can also rely on its long-term 
workability; the fire pit produces little to no smoke, providing a clean virtually smoke-free 
environment. The wood-burning is efficient, so you will get a longlasting fire flame as well.  
 
It’s easy to carry around too; with only 20 pounds of weight, you can move it around in the 
provided carry bag that has handles to aid its portability. Make sure not to touch the exterior 
when the stove has not cooled down as the material tends to get too hot.  
 
However, it may rust if you place it outside for longer periods. There is no handle on the 
device, so you will have to carry it in the bag. It will initially release some smoke, which will 
subside in a while when the secondary burn kicks in.  
 
By the way, while the Bonfire smokeless fire pit outperforms many other products as an 
all-rounder, if you want to take your outdoor cooking to another level, the Solo Stove and Pot 
900 combo will be ideal for you.  
 
Coming back to our main product; all in all, the Bonfire smokeless fire pit is the best option 
for those looking to experience the warmth of a perfectly lit smokeless flame in cold winter 
evenings with their family and friends.  

What Buyers Liked 
● Portability and lightweight 
● Smokeless fire 
● Longlasting and beautiful flame 
● Get very hot; great for cooking with fire pit cooking grate 
● Cools down quickly  
● Good bang for the buck 
● Easy to start and maintain a fire 

What Some Buyers Didn’t Like 
● Not rustproof and requires care 
● A little too big for backpacking 

https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Bonfire-Fire-Pit/dp/B01LX9ABGX
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Pot-900-Combo/dp/B008W0MJJU
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Pot-900-Combo/dp/B008W0MJJU


● Cleaning is a hassle 

2. Solo Stove Yukon Smokeless Fire Pit - Best for Family of 
5 
This one is for you if you are looking for an effective campfire solution for your whole family. 
The large capacity smokeless fire pit allows you to throw in large-sized wood logs enabling 
you to create a bigger fire for a big gathering. You can even ask your friends or relatives for 
a bonfire.  
 
This portable Solo Stove fire pit also uses the wood logs efficiently with minimum to no loss 
of energy; the setup uses a secondary burn to utilize all the fuel for burning, minimizing the 
smoke release and maintaining a hotter and cleaner atmosphere. This means no smoke 
getting into the eyes after every little air breeze along your way. And, you don’t have to smell 
like smoke after a long sit-out at the campsite either.  
 
The material used in its built is 304 stainless steel, which is a pretty durable material and 
resists corrosion. But, a little con is that it has no drain hole, so if water comes in, you can’t 
get rid of it easily, which can increase the possibility for rust developing inside.  
 
The heat mostly gets radiated upwards, making it perfect for the upper-body warmth, but you 
won’t feel much warmth in your lower body with this fire pit. Plus, it’s a little heavy and you 
have to take out the ash manually, so it may get a little cumbersome to throw out the ashes 
after a camping sit-out.  

What Buyers Liked 
● Big and very hot fire 
● Easy to light up and get started 
● Ideal for large family gatherings 
● Durable longlasting build 
● Gives off little to no smoke; burns wood efficiently 
● Suitable as a patio or cabin fire pit 

What Some Buyers Didn’t Like 
● Around 40 lbs; a little too heavy to carry for one person 
● It’s big and heavy, so manually taking out ashes is a hassle 
● Not ideal for horizontal heating; suitable for upper body warmth  

3. Solo Stove Ranger Smokeless Fire Pit - Best for Outdoor 
Cooking 
This portable smokeless fire pit is best for you if you are looking for a fire pit cum cooking 
stove. It’s only 15 pounds and burns wood with high efficiency, which means you get the 
warmth of a smokeless fire as well as the convenience to cook your favorite foods.  

https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Yukon-Fire-Pit/dp/B07QNM1S9H
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Yukon-Fire-Pit/dp/B07QNM1S9H
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Ranger-Portable-Fire/dp/B07MTPLKZ8
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Ranger-Portable-Fire/dp/B07MTPLKZ8


 
The portable Solo Stove uses a double-walled design through which the fuel is efficiently 
burned, maintaining little smoke, allowing you to enjoy a smoke-free atmosphere. This 
smokeless wood fire pit is best for those who travel frequently and love to cook in their 
backyard or on the campfire.  
 
With a minimal amount of smoke, your family, especially kids, won’t have to shuffle around 
to avoid the smoke; while it’s not completely smoke-free, the fire pit has a minimum smoke 
level that won’t intrude in your outdoor fun.  
 
The durable well-made carrying bag helps its portability. The outside material stays clean 
without needing much maintenance, leaving you worry-free. Plus, you can easily start the 
fire with this fire pit, which doesn’t take much time to grow either.  
 
Aesthetics are pretty good too, the fire is centered and beautiful and the sleek and simple 
design makes it appealing to the eyes.  
 
By the way, if you also like cooking in a pot, we would suggest the Solo Strove 2 pot set; you 
can work it out using a tripod or you can get the Solo Stove Campfire for the perfect 
compatibility.  
 
However, this portable Solo Stove is not cheap, and it’s not completely rust-proof either, so 
it’s a good idea to have it covered when you are not using it, to protect it from rainwater. 
And, it’s not that big, so won’t be ideal for a big gathering.  
 
The stainless steel material doesn’t seem to be very thick, which may affect longevity. While 
it’s a great option for grill cooking, it’s not a fire pit with a grill grate, so you will have to buy 
that separately.  
 

What Buyers Liked 
● Sleek and pleasant design 
● Lightweight and easy to move 
● Good quality carry bag 
● Durable stainless steel build 
● Excellent for backyard or campfire cooking 
● Cost-effective 
● Very little smoke; virtually smokeless fire 
● Ideal for travelers and backyard cooks 

What Some Buyers Didn’t Like 
● Not for many people; small size 
● Less material thickness; could affect the durability 
● Not a cheap camping gadget 

https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Stove-Pot-Set-Backpacking/dp/B00QL7HXCO


4. Hi-Flame Bonfire Stove Fire Pit - Best Value for Money 
This sturdy bonfire fire pit is a perfect solution for you if you want the best value for your 
money; it’s durable, smokeless, portable, easy to use, and offers a lid and a welded bottom 
for safety.  
 
The material is high-end 304 stainless steel, so it definitely doesn’t appear to be susceptible 
to corrosion or environmental degradation. The finishing is nice too, the edges and rims are 
polished for a smooth finish.  
 
Moreover, this portable smokeless fire pit also has the secondary burn feature; this lets it 
burn even the tiny fuel particles that try to escape in the form of smoke, letting you enjoy a 
clean, vibrant, and hot flame without having to encounter virtually any smoke.  
 
For an absolutely hassle-free fire start, place two 2-inch wood pellets and light them up, then 
you can add more pellets at a steady pace to make the flame bigger.  
 
Impressively, the fire pit is equipped with a durable lid and a welded bottom; lid for protection 
from the environment and the bottom for protecting the environment. Other fire pits don’t 
provide this luxury; you have to take extra precautions with most of the products out there, 
but this fire pit’s top and bottom covers can add to your peace of mind.  
 
Plus, you can place a fire pit cooking grate or a grill easily on top of the opening, which 
makes a perfect option for people who love outdoor cooking.  
 
However, the material is not rust-proof, so even if it’s resistant to corrosion and rust, it’s not a 
good idea to keep it outside permanently or store it in a place where water could seep in. 
And, the lid doesn’t seem to fit very well on top of the unit, so you should not expect a 
perfect cover that snaps right into the top.  

What Buyers Liked 
● Durable lid for protection 
● Welded bottom 
● Produces almost smokeless and strong fire 
● Large-sized; enough for a large family 
● Little to no half-burned logs; burns efficiently 
● Portable and easy to use 
● Doesn’t need any smokeless fire pit accessories 

What Some Buyers Didn’t Like 
● Not rust-proof  
● The lid cover mechanism is not durable 

https://www.amazon.com/Hi-Flame-Bonfire-Stove-Fire-Pit/dp/B081YTP2TY/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2WYI66S6LJSTS&dchild=1&keywords=hi-flame+bonfire+fire+pit&qid=1597569190&sprefix=hi-flame+bonfire%2Caps%2C341&sr=8-3


5. Hy-CFG-16 Flame Genie Smokeless Fire Pit - Cheap and 
Portable 
The small size and lightweight make this smokeless fire pit exceptionally portable. You can 
take it anywhere you want without having to allocate much space and without worrying about 
smoke spoiling your outdoor fun.  
 
This portable smokeless fire pit produces a strong fire without producing strong smoke, so 
much so that the top rim of the pit even exceeds 1200 degrees Fahrenheit. The Smoky smell 
can be irritating especially when you get home after a long campsite sit-out. With the flame 
genie, you don’t have to worry about smelling like smoke as it produces virtually no smoke.  
 
This flame genie comes in two models; one is stainless steel, which is durable and resistant 
to corrosion, the other one is galvanized steel, which in addition to being resistant to 
corrosion, is highly wear-resistant too, providing good resistance to mechanical fatigue.  
Stainless steel is, however, easier to clean than galvanized steel.  
 
The bottom part of the device nests in the top part; so, in addition to being small in size, you 
can make it further compact, which makes it easier to carry around and store.  
 
But, you would have to give proper attention and add the wood pellets in just the right 
amount for the fire to fuel; if you add more than required and quicker than needed, the fire 
will wither away. So, while the fire is great, you would have to find the balance to maintain a 
good flame.  
 
The fire pit cools down quickly; just leave it for 15 - 20 minutes after use, you won’t have to 
splash water over it. The fire flame produced is strong and large, and if you get the hang of 
maintaining the flame, it doesn’t subside quickly.  
 
So, although the fire pit is extremely easy to take anywhere, it demands your attention to be 
able to work effectively. If you can do that, this one is one of the best out there as far as 
portability is concerned.  

What Buyers Liked 
● Excellent portability (lightweight and small) 
● Powerful for a small size 
● Produces little to no smoke 
● Comes in two models: Galvanized steel and stainless steel 
● Cools down quickly  
● Convenient to clean 
● Ideal for travelers and campers 
● Large flame for long times 

https://www.amazon.com/HY-C-FG-16-Smoke-Free-Spark-Free-Hassle-Free/dp/B00O40ER0G
https://www.amazon.com/HY-C-FG-16-Smoke-Free-Spark-Free-Hassle-Free/dp/B00O40ER0G


Cons 
● Difficult maintaining the fire (demands attention) 
● Small size, so not perfect for big gatherings 

The Verdict 
If you want a fire pit that can offer you the most amazing flame with virtually zero smoke and 
a lifetime of guarantee, and can invest a few bucks extra, the Solo Stove Bonfire fire pit was 
made for you.  
 
But, if you are low on budget, you can go for the Hy-CFG-16 Flame Genie; it’s small in size, 
lightweight, and delivers smokeless yet powerful fire.  
 
The Hi-Flame Bonfire Stove Fire Pit provides you excellent bang for your buck; you can rely 
on the fire pit’s strong build, clean fire, safety features, and portability.  
 
If you are looking for an all-rounder that you can use for cooking too, you should probably go 
with the Solo Stove Ranger.  
 
Have a family of 5 or even more? Or want a smokeless fire pit for large gatherings? The 
Solo Stove Yukon fire pit will do for you.  
 
 


